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Actively reconnecting, thin current sheets have been observed both within the transition11

region of Earth’s bow shock and far downstream into the magnetosheath. Irrespective of12

whether these structures arise due to shock processes or turbulent dissipation, they are ex-13

pected to contribute to particle heating and acceleration within their respective regions. In14

order to assess the prevalence of thin current sheets in the magnetosheath, we examine15

shock crossings and extended magnetosheath intervals recorded by the Magnetospheric16

Multiscale mission (MMS). For each magnetosheath interval we quantify the prevalence17

of current sheets in that region of space using: a one-dimensional measure of structures18

per unit length of observed plasma, a packing factor corresponding to the fraction of time19

the spacecraft are within current structures, and a three-dimensional measure requiring an20

estimate of the number of current sheets within an associated volume. We estimate that21

volume by considering the three-dimensional cone over which Alfvén and magnetoacous-22

tic waves can propagate during each interval. Using 25 extended magnetosheath intervals23

observed by MMS, we perform our analysis for different locations in the magnetosheath24

and for different solar wind conditions. We find that the number density of current sheets25

is higher towards the magnetosheath flanks, that it reduces as a power law with distance26

from the bow shock, and that it is not strongly influenced by the properties of the upstream27

bow shock.28
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I. INTRODUCTION29

The magnetosheath region of Earth’s magnetosphere, comprising shocked solar wind plasma30

bounded by the bow shock and the magnetopause, is observed to be a turbulent medium1–5. In tur-31

bulent plasmas, nonlinear interactions form coherent, intermittent structures, such as thin current32

sheets, which are linked to energy dissipation6. Multiple kinetic processes are expected to con-33

tribute to energy dissipation in collisionless plasma turbulence, including magnetic reconnection at34

intermittent current structures7–11. To identify and characterise signatures of reconnection at thin35

current sheets, such as fast outflows, we require in situ observation using high-resolution plasma36

instrumentation. In the turbulent magnetosheath, reconnection at thin current sheets has therefore37

been observed with both Cluster12–14 and the Magnetospheric Multiscale mission (MMS)15–18.38

Recently, thin current sheets in the magnetosheath have also been seen to undergo “electron-only”39

reconnection, for which only an electron outflow is observed17 with no corresponding ion outflow.40

Turbulent regions for which electron-only reconnection has been observed have also been shown41

to exhibit differences in the character of the turbulence19.42

Similarly, observations by MMS have shown that magnetic reconnection also occurs at thin43

current sheets within the transition region of Earth’s bow shock20–22. Kinetic simulations of these44

processes reveal that reconnection at shocks can occur by at least two mechanisms: Weibel in-45

stabilities causing filamentation in the shock foot23, and steepening of upstream waves driven by46

stream instabilities24,25. Magnetic islands generated by the latter mechanism are observed to prop-47

agate downstream of the shock ramp. Observational surveys of reconnection at the bow shock22
48

suggest that reconnection at thin current sheets is localised to shock, such that the prevalence of49

reconnecting current sheets reduces downstream. However, this survey was designed to focus on50

shock reconnection only—it did not select intervals for which the spacecraft spent significant time51

in the magnetosheath.52

The observation of thin current sheets within both the turbulent magnetosheath and the transi-53

tion layer of the bow shock therefore raises the questions of whether and how these phenomena54

are related. For example, reconnection at thin current sheets in the magnetosheath may be the end55

state of processes which generate thin current sheets at the bow shock. Alternatively, current sheet56

generation and associated energy repartition may operate differently in each region. In order to ex-57

plore any differences, we must perform a survey of thin current sheets across the full extent of the58

bow shock transition region and the magnetosheath, effectively extending downstream the survey59
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of the shock performed by Gingell et al22. By quantifying the number (and number density) of60

current sheets observed in different regions of the magnetosheath, we can constrain mechanisms61

for sheet generation, and infer the integrated effect of energy repartition processes across the full62

population of current sheets. This supports previous work in quantifying energy repartition at63

current sheets by Schwartz et al26, who found for one case study close to the subsolar point that64

current sheets repartition 5-10% of the incident solar wind flow energy.65

In this paper, we extend surveys of thin current sheets across the full magnetosheath, identify-66

ing these structures for 25 extended magnetosheath crossings by the Magnetospheric Multiscale67

spacecraft. We describe several methods for estimating packing factor, one-dimensional and three-68

dimensional number density of these thin current sheets. Finally, we examine the dependence of69

these packing factors and number densities on bow shock and magnetosheath parameters.70

II. OBSERVATIONS71

In order to survey kinetic-scale current structures in the magnetosheath we required extended72

periods of (ideally) uninterrupted, high-resolution in situ field and plasma data captured by the73

Magnetospheric Multiscale mission (MMS)27. Electromagnetic field data are provided by MMS’s74

flux gate magnetometer (FGM)28 and electric field double probe (EDP)29,30, both within the75

FIELDS suite of instruments31. The FGM magnetic fields are sampled at 128 Hz, and the EDP76

electric fields are sampled at 8 kHz. Particle data are provided by the Fast Plasma Investigation77

(FPI)32. The full three-dimensional ion phase space is sampled by FPI’s Dual Ion Spectrometer78

(DIS) every 0.15s, and the electron phase space is sampled by the Dual Electron Spectrometer79

(DES) every 0.03s. Upstream solar wind parameters, including solar wind speeds, interplanetary80

magnetic field (IMF) and plasma beta are provided by OMNI, and are time shifted to the bow81

shock.82

The analysis described in this paper has been performed for 25 individual magnetosheath inter-83

vals, encompassing all those recorded in high-resolution burst mode for at least 15 minutes each84

during the period December 2017 to March 2020. Continuous magnetosheath crossings that have85

been captured in burst mode for an hour or more have been split into smaller intervals of approx-86

imately 20-30 minutes. Interval times and mean plasma parameters for all analysed crossings are87

given in Table I. The locations of the spacecraft during each interval are shown in Figure 1. These88

intervals span much of the magnetosheath close to the ecliptic plane (ZGSE = 0), including both89
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FIG. 1. Spacecraft trajectories (black) for MMS1 for each of the numbered magnetosheath intervals in Table

I, projected onto the ZGSE = 0 plane. Blue lines show the direction (not the magnitude) of the bulk velocity

for each interval. Red dots show the end of each interval. The grey area is bounded on the sunward side by

the model bow shock33 and the earthward side by the model magnetopause34, both for average solar wind

conditions.

flanks and the subsolar point. An overview of interval 2, a quasi-parallel magnetosheath crossing,90

is shown in Figure 2. Frequent magnetic field reversals corresponding to current sheets are ob-91

served in panel (a), chiefly in the BZ component. Field and plasma parameters are observed to be92

broadly constant during this interval, consistent with a low variability in the incoming solar wind.93

An overview of interval 3, a quasi-perpendicular magnetosheath crossing, is also shown in Fig-94

ure 3. Although far fewer thin current sheets are observed in Figure 3 than for the quasi-parallel95

magnetosheath in Figure 2, we note that this is not necessarily typical.96
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TABLE I. Times and associated mean plasma parameters for extended magnetosheath intervals included

in this analysis. The shock orientation θBn and Mach number MA,up are calculated using upstream plasma

parameters from OMNI. The ion and electron plasma beta βi,e are given for the magnetosheath from direct

MMS observation. Given poor OMNI coverage for interval 2, the shock orientation for that interval is

calculated using the given period and the following hour, during which the upstream conditions are stable.

Date Interval (UTC) Shock Crossing (UTC) θBn (deg) MA,up βi βe

1 2017-12-21 06:41:54 - 07:03:53 07:49:46 32±6 16.5 25.6 4.0
2 2017-12-21 07:21:53 - 07:48:03 07:49:46 32±7∗ 28.4 10.3 1.5
3 2017-12-26 19:49:13 - 20:17:23 21:50:30 82±7 11.8 17.6 1.5
4 2018-04-19 05:08:04 - 05:41:52 06:08:10 76±8 16.4 15.2 3.4
5 2018-04-23 07:50:14 - 08:33:42 05:37:00 52±7 9.0 4.6 0.9
6 2018-11-21 16:10:14 - 16:55:32 17:16:00 56±5 6.4 3.9 0.7
7 2018-11-29 22:42:34 - 23:31:02 23:36:00 43±18 13.2 7.0 2.3
8 2018-12-05 14:53:24 - 15:20:12 15:22:00 29±10 8.9 13.5 1.9
9 2019-01-11 03:22:24 - 03:52:22 04:04:40 30±6 7.9 13.3 2.3
10 2019-02-12 14:33:04 - 15:17:52 15:19:50 19±8 7.1 12.1 2.2
11a 2019-04-05 11:11:04 - 11:23:22 10:55:30 48±1 6.3 12.7 1.2
11b 2019-04-05 11:30:54 - 11:38:22 10:55:30 41±2 6.8 2.4 0.7
11c 2019-04-05 11:43:24 - 12:05:22 10:55:30 34±4 6.9 1.8 0.5
12 2019-11-15 00:17:34 - 01:06:02 00:16:00 86±4 21.9 5.3 1.5
13a 2019-11-22 00:09:24 - 00:12:52 00:09:20 85±3 7.6 4.7 1.6
13b 2019-11-22 00:17:24 - 00:19:32 00:21:30 83±5 7.2 6.0 1.2
14 2019-11-23 11:46:24 - 12:13:12 13:23:30 47±12 4.1 3.5 1.0
15 2019-11-25 13:17:34 - 13:46:32 13:49:35 67±13 9.9 5.0 0.8
16 2019-12-07 09:33:44 - 10:39:22 11:03:00 27±7 7.8 3.2 0.6
17 2019-12-28 08:22:54 - 08:53:22 09:22:12 28±15 17.0 20.4 3.3
18 2020-01-14 05:21:54 - 05:52:42 05:17:57 36±10 13.9 9.6 1.7
19 2020-01-24 16:55:14 - 17:01:52 17:03:05 34±5 14.0 11.0 2.8
20a 2020-02-04 07:26:14 - 08:00:42 06:26:00 45±8 12.7 8.7 1.1
20b 2020-02-04 08:00:44 - 08:30:12 06:26:00 45±5 9.8 6.7 1.4
21 2020-02-14 20:56:54 - 21:08:22 20:05:34 26±3 17.5 7.0 1.0
22 2020-02-26 00:23:54 - 00:49:12 01:20:20 30±5 8.3 8.5 2.0
23a 2020-02-29 09:58:04 - 10:20:02 11:01:55 43±7 8.8 2.0 0.3
23b 2020-02-29 10:20:04 - 10:42:02 11:01:55 38±8 10.8 4.4 0.7
23c 2020-02-29 10:42:04 - 11:01:32 11:01:55 37±8 10.3 17.3 2.6
24 2020-03-07 12:31:34 - 12:40:22 12:43:00 60±7 10.6 10.5 1.3
25 2020-03-18 02:05:24 - 02:30:12 02:31:20 28±9 9.1 6.9 1.2
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FIG. 2. Summary of the extended quasi-parallel magnetosheath crossing observed by MMS1 during interval

2, 2017-12-21 07:21:53 - 07:48:03 UTC: (a) FGM magnetic fields, (b) electron bulk velocity, (c), omnidi-

rectional electron energy spectrogram, (d) omnidirection ion energy spectrogram, (e) electron temperature,

(f) ion temperature, (g) magnitude of the current density from the curlometer method (black), showing 3σ

criteria (red) and regions that exceed the threshold (magenta), (h) j ·E′, (i) integrated j ·E′, (j) θBn from the

upstream conditions observed by OMNI.
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FIG. 3. Summary of the extended quasi-perpendicular magnetosheath crossing observed by MMS1 during

interval 3, 2017-12-26 09:49:13 - 20:17:23 UTC: (a) FGM magnetic fields, (b) electron bulk velocity,

(c), omnidirectional electron energy spectrogram, (d) omnidirection ion energy spectrogram, (e) electron

temperature, (f) ion temperature, (g) magnitude of the current density from the curlometer method (black),

showing 3σ criteria (red) and regions that exceed the threshold (magenta), (h) j ·E′, (i) integrated j ·E′, (j)

θBn from the upstream conditions observed by OMNI.
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A. Identifying Current Sheets97

For each magnetosheath interval, a survey of current structures is performed in a manner sim-98

ilar to that described by Gingell et al22. First, the current density is calculated using the FGM99

magnetic fields, requiring multi-point measurements of the field with all four MMS spacecraft35.100

The magnitude of the current density is shown for Interval 2 in Figure 2(g). Possible intervals of101

interest likely to contain a current structure are identified first as any region for which the magni-102

tude of the current density is greater than a given threshold |J(t)|>NσJ(t). The standard deviation103

of the current density at a given time σJ(t) is calculated for data in the range t±30s. The follow-104

ing analysis has been performed for thresholds at N = [1,2,3,4,5]. We note that the 3σ threshold105

N = 3 has been used in previous studies22,26. Possible intervals are then combined if they fall106

within 0.2s of each other. The time-dependent current density threshold with N = 3 is shown for107

Interval 2 in Figure 2(g) as a red line.108

To assess whether each identified interval of high current density contains a current sheet,109

we first perform a minimum variance analysis using the magnetic field (MVAB)36 and transform110

into the local LMN coordinate system, where L is the maximum variance direction and N is the111

minimum variance direction. A current structure is then recorded as a current sheet if the following112

additional criteria are met. First, the LMN coordinate system must be well defined: the eigenvalue113

ratios λL/λM and λM/λN must both exceed 3. Second, the maximum variance component of the114

magnetic field BL observed by MMS1 must change sign across the current carrying region. Time115

intervals that fulfil all these conditions for current density threshold N = 3 are shown for interval116

2 in Figure 2(g) as magenta shaded regions. In contrast to Gingell et al22, we do not require117

the presence of an electron jet or outflow, i.e. we are not seeking signatures of active magnetic118

reconnection. While this approach may also lead to the selection of other current structures such119

as flux ropes, we expect these structures to be a small minority for threshold N = 3 and above, as120

is the case for the magnetosheath crossing reported by Schwartz et al26.121

III. ESTIMATING SHEET DENSITY122

The simplest method of estimating the prevalence of current sheets in the magnetosheath is to123

count the number of current sheets observed within a given interval:124

ncs,1D =
Ncs

〈vbulk〉∆t
, (1)125
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where Ncs is the number of current sheets identified by the survey described in Section II A, 〈vbulk〉126

is the mean bulk electron speed, and ∆t is the duration of the magnetosheath interval. This is a127

one-dimensional measure of current sheet ‘density’, i.e. the number of current sheets observed per128

unit length in the plasma rest frame.129

We also estimate the ‘packing factor’ of current sheets pcs as follows:130

pcs =
∑i δ ti

∆t
, (2)131

where δ ti is the time interval corresponding to the current carrying region of a current sheet i.132

The quantity pcs is therefore the fraction of the time series (or trajectory) occupied by current133

sheets. We note that the relationship between this one-dimensional packing factor and the three-134

dimensional packing factor is strongly dependent on the geometry of the current sheets. The one-135

and three-dimensional packing factors will converge for all cases only if current sheets are strongly136

planar structures which extend the full system size along their tangential dimensions.137

A. Three-Dimensional Measures138

Here we describe an alternative quantification of the number density of current sheets which is139

intended to account for the three-dimensional packing and distribution of the current sheets. For140

this measure, we seek an estimate of the number of current sheets within a volume rather than141

along a trajectory. In this case, the number density of current sheets ncs is given by:142

ncs,3D =
N′cs

Vcone
(3)143

where N′cs is an estimate of the number of current sheets within a given volume Vcone. Obtaining144

an estimate of ncs therefore requires two separate calculations: i) the volume of a region of interest145

corresponding to a given time interval, and ii) the number of current sheets that influence the146

plasma during that time interval.147

For each magnetosheath interval given in Table I, this calculation of the number density of148

current sheets is repeated for a sliding window of maximum duration ∆t = Dsh/vbulk, where Dsh is149

the estimated distance to the bow shock from the spacecraft along the vector −vbulk. In this way,150

we assume that current structures and their indirect effects originate at or downstream of the bow151

shock. For each magnetosheath interval, the position of the bow shock (and hence the distance152

along −vbulk) is estimated by using a bow shock model33 scaled to the shock crossing observed153
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closest in time to that interval. The times of these nearest shock crossings are given for each mag-154

netosheath interval in Table I. We note that since the nearest shock crossings are recorded minutes155

to hours before or after the intervals of interest, it is possible that there are significant errors in Dsh156

due to the dynamic response of the bow shock to the upstream conditions, including the effects157

of non-stationarity and instabilities in the foreshock that can occur even during otherwise steady158

solar wind conditions. The results reported for each magnetosheath interval in Section IV are the159

mean of the results from each sliding window sub-interval taken for that magnetosheath crossing.160

1. Volume of Influence161

The volume associated with a given time interval is taken to be an “Alfvén cone”, analogous162

to a light cone. This corresponds to the volume within which an Alfvénic or fast magnetoacoustic163

disturbance could intersect the spacecraft trajectory since the start of the time interval. Given the164

bulk velocity of the plasma vbulk, the interval duration ∆t, and taking the speed of propagation165

parallel and perpendicular to the field lines as the Alfvén speed vA and fast magnetoacoustic speed166

vfast respectively, the volume of the Alfvén cone is therefore:167

Vcone =
π

3
∆t3vbulkvAvfast sin(θBv), (4)168

where θBv is the angle between the magnetic field and the bulk plasma velocity. The magnetic169

field, bulk velocity and wave speeds are taken as the mean values across the chosen interval. This170

volume is illustrated in Figure 4. We note that the length of the cone, given by vbulk∆t and shown171

as a blue solid line in Figure 4, corresponds to the spacecraft trajectory in the plasma rest frame; it172

is not the length of the spacecraft trajectories in the GSE coordinate system shown as black trails173

in Figure 1.174

2. Number of Current Sheets175

The number of sheets N′cs associated with the volume Vcone is intended to account for the cur-176

rent sheets directly encountered by MMS, and any within the volume Vcone that are not directly177

observed, but that nevertheless contribute to changes in the observed plasma properties across the178

magnetosheath. This total is estimated by dividing the total change in certain plasma measures179

by the mean change of those measures recorded at directly observed current sheets, i.e. those180
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FIG. 4. Illustration of the Alfvén influence cone volume, given the bulk velocity vbulk, magnetic field

vector B, angle between those two vectors θBv, time interval ∆t, and parallel and perpendicular propagation

velocities v‖ and v⊥. In this case, the parallel propagation speed v‖ is given by the Alfvén speed vA, and

the perpendicular propagation speed v⊥ is given by the fast magnetoacoustic speed vfast. The solid blue line

corresponds to the spacecraft trajectory in the plasma rest frame, covering the distance vbulk∆t.

recorded by the survey described in Section II A. Estimates of the number of currents sheets N′cs181

are derived here from two plasma measures, each of which are correlated with energization of182

plasma within current sheets: the magnetic inflow energy, and j ·E′.183

a. Magnetic Inflow Energy We can estimate the number of current sheets by considering184

the magnetic inflow energy associated with each structure, Einflow = miv2
AL,inflow. The asymmetric185

Alfvén inflow speed is given by:186

v2
AL,inflow =

BL,1BL,2 (BL,1 +BL,2)

µ0(ρ1BL,2 +ρ2BL,1)
. (5)187

Subscripts 1 and 2 denote the regions either side of the current carrying region, BL is the maximum188

variance component of the magnetic field, and ρ is the ion mass density17.189

An empirical survey of the magnetopause by Phan et al37 showed that the change in the electron190
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temperature due to reconnection at current sheets is related to the magnetic inflow energy by191

δTe ≈ 0.017Einflow. Case studies by Phan et al17, Gingell et al20 and Wang et al21 have shown192

that this relationship holds for reconnection at thin current sheets in the magnetosheath and the193

transition region of the bow shock. We can therefore estimate the number of current sheets within194

the volume of influence by dividing the total change in the electron temperature across the full195

interval ∆Te by the mean of the temperature change expected for individual current sheets in that196

interval 〈δTe〉:197

N′cs =
∆Te

0.017〈Einflow〉
. (6)198

The overall change in the electron temperature ∆Te is calculated by first performing a linear fit199

to the temperature time series across the (sliding window) magnetosheath interval, then recording200

the temperature change of the linear fit over the interval duration. We use this approach to ensure201

that our ∆Te measure is not unduly affected by small-scale, local inhomogeneities.202

By characterising thin current sheets by their magnetic inflow energy in this way, we have203

assumed that the magnetic inflow energies of current sheets identified by the survey are represen-204

tative of those that have or will transfer that energy to the particles via magnetic reconnection in205

the magnetosheath. Given that other instabilities and wave-particle interactions can lead to heat-206

ing or energy transfer in the magnetosheath, Equation 6 represents an overestimate of the three-207

dimensional number density of current sheets associated with each time interval. Schwartz et al26
208

demonstrate for one magnetosheath crossing that isolated current structures convert field to parti-209

cle energy at a rate comparable to the change in enthalpy flux across the magnetosheath. However,210

different regions of the magnetosheath or different solar wind conditions may lead to a lesser (or211

greater) fraction of energy conversion by current sheets. For example, if 50% the increase in the212

electron temperature is attributable to current sheets, the number density of current sheets should213

be approximately 50% of that determined using Equation 6. Hence, the three-dimensional number214

density of current sheets presented in this study can only be considered an upper bound.215

b. j.E’ We can also estimate the number of current sheets by considering the quantity j ·E′,216

where E′ = E+ve×B. Positive j ·E′ corresponds to the exchange of energy from the electromag-217

netic fields to the particles in the particle rest frame.218

For a time series f (t) corresponding to j ·E′, the total integrated j ·E′ across a (sliding window)219

magnetosheath interval from t0 to t1 is given by
∫ t1

t0 f (t)dt. We next assume that all changes in this220

cumulative j ·E′ are attributable to processes at thin current sheets. We can therefore estimate the221

number of current sheets responsible for this cumulative change in j ·E′ by dividing it by the mean222
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of the change within the current sheets observed during that same interval:223

N′cs =

∫ t1
t0 f (t)dt〈∫ t1,i
t0,i f (t)dt

〉 , (7)224

where t0,i to t1,i is the time interval corresponding to the current carrying region of an individual225

current sheet i. Given that other instabilities and wave-particle interactions can lead to energy226

transfer in the magnetosheath, Equation 7 represents an overestimate of the three-dimensional227

number of current sheets associated with each time interval. As with Equation 6, the three-228

dimensional number density of current sheets estimated using this method can only be considered229

an upper bound.230

We note two further caveats in using the quantity j ·E′ for this method. First, instrument calibra-231

tions for MMS require that the parallel electric field averages to zero. Hence, long-term integration232

of the electric field via j ·E′ may be unreliable. Second, j ·E′ can only quantify local particle en-233

ergisation. This stands in contrast to the magnetic inflow energy method discussed above, since234

observed increases in electron temperature can include thermalisation of plasma in regions that235

are not directly intersected by the spacecraft trajectory. Hence, while this j ·E′ method is unlikely236

to produce as reliable a result as the magnetic inflow energy method, it can nevertheless serve as a237

useful point of comparison: the j ·E′ method will only include the effects of current sheets along238

or very close to the spacecraft trajectory.239

IV. RESULTS240

The one-dimensional number density of current sheets ncs,1D and packing factor pcs, described241

by Equations 1 and 2 respectively, are shown for the chosen magnetosheath intervals in Figure 5.242

We observe one-dimensional number densities of approximately ncs,1D≈ 10−4km−1 to 10−3km−1,243

and packing factors pcs of approximately 1% to 5%. The top panels of Figure 5 show the relation-244

ship between the distance from the bow shock and the one-dimensional number density (left, red)245

or packing factor (right, blue). The distance to the shock Dsh is taken along the bulk velocity vec-246

tor, and the shock location is calculated from the Peredo et al33 model scaled to the nearest shock247

crossing observed by MMS. We observe negative correlations between the distance from the shock248

and both the one-dimensional number density and the packing factor. In each case, dashed lines249

demonstrate best fit power-laws with index α = −0.33 and α = −0.17 for the number density250
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and packing factor respectively. However, with a correlation coefficient of only |R| ≈ 0.5, these251

relationships are considered weak.252

Figure 5 also shows the relationship between the number density of current sheets (and packing253

factor) and two bow shock parameters: the Alfvén Mach number MA (middle row) and orientation254

of the bow shock θBn (bottom row). The shock angle given here, θBn,v, corresponds to the angle255

between the upstream magnetic field and the shock normal at the intersection of the bow shock256

and the vector −vbulk, again calculated from the Peredo et al33 model scaled to the nearest shock257

crossing observed by MMS. For all combinations, we observe no clear relationship between the258

one-dimensional number density of current sheets or packing factor and the shock parameters MA259

and θBn. Given the lack of dependence of number density or packing factor on θBn, it appears that260

the magnetosheath downstream of the quasi-parallel shock (θBn < 45◦) does not host more current261

sheets than the magnetosheath downstream of the quasi-perpendicular shock (θBn > 45◦).262

Before discussing trends in the three-dimensional measures of the number density of current263

sheets ncs,3D outlined in Section III A, we first examine its dependence on the current sheet iden-264

tification method described in Section II A and illustrated for interval 2 in Figure 2(g). Figure 6265

shows the observed number densities ncs for several different values of N, corresponding to the266

current density magnitude threshold in event identification, i.e. |J(t)| > NσJ(t). We find that the267

data lie approximately along the trend ncs,3σ = ncs,Nσ (shown as a dashed line), with a relatively268

weak systematic offset for which the densities ncs calculated using higher thresholds (e.g. N = 5)269

are at most twice as high as those using lower thresholds (e.g. N = 1). This systematic offset270

can arise due to the weaker currents with larger scale lengths being combined during the sheet271

identification process. Given that we observe trends in ncs,Nσ across several orders of magnitude,272

this systematic difference is relatively weak. Hence, the trends we identify in ncs are not strongly273

dependent on current density thresholds. This in turn implies that most current sheet intervals274

identified with lower current density thresholds (e.g. N = 1) contain current sheet intervals iden-275

tified with higher current density thresholds (e.g. N = 5), and that each structure’s contribution to276

the magnetic inflow energy and integrated j ·E′ is largely contained within the region of highest277

current density. For all subsequent results, we report number densities based on the identification278

criteria |J(t)|> 3σJ(t), i.e. N = 3.279

For the magnetosheath intervals given in Table I, the three-dimensional number densities of280

current sheets span several orders of magnitude, from ncs,3D ≈ 10−2km−3 to 10−12km−3. We281

note that the highest recorded three-dimensional number densities ncs ≈ 10−2km−3 are unreal-282
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FIG. 5. The relationship between the one-dimensional number density of current sheets ncs (left column,

red) or the packing factor pcs = Σδ t/∆t (right column, blue) and the distance from the shock (top row),

Alfvén Mach number (middle row) and shock orientation θBn (bottom row). Lines correspond to linear fits

with gradient α and correlation coefficient R.
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FIG. 6. The relationship between the three-dimensional number density of current sheets ncs calculated

using different current density magnitude thresholds N, with associated condition |J(t)| > NσJ(t). The

standard measure ncs,3σ is plotted against ncs,Nσ for N = [1,2,4,5], for methods based on magnetic inflow

energy (’+’ markers) and j ·E′ (’o’ markers). A dashed line represents the relationship ncs,3σ = ncs,Nσ .

istically high. For ion inertial length di ≈ 50km, this corresponds to approximately 103 current283

structures per cubic ion inertial length. However, for the majority of the magnetosheath intervals284

we record number densities between ncs ≈ 10−7km−3 and 10−12km−3, corresponding to more285

reasonable estimates of 10−2d−3
i to 10−7d−3

i . We also note that the three-dimensional number286

density of current sheets is typically larger than the cube of the one-dimensional number density287

(with ncs,3D ≈ 10−9km−3 and ncs,1D ≈ 10−3.5km−1). This may indicate that the tangential extent288
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of the current sheets, i.e. their length along the L and M directions for each sheet, is less than289

the typical separation between current sheets along the spacecraft trajectory in the plasma rest290

frame. In contrast, if current sheets had large tangential extent (or infinite tangential extent, for an291

effectively 2D system), the three-dimensional number density would be observed to be much less292

than the cube of the one-dimensional number density. Again we stress that the three-dimensional293

number densities given in this study are considered upper bounds.294

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the three-dimensional number density of current sheets295

ncs and the location of each magnetosheath interval. The location in the magnetosheath is char-296

acterised by two distances: the distance to the shock along the bulk velocity vector Dsh, and the297

magnitude the Y-coordinate in GSE (right panel). We observe a clear power law trend in the cur-298

rent sheet density as a function of distance from the shock, ncs ∝ Dα
sh, where α ≈−2.6 to−4. This299

power-law drop in the sheet density downstream of the shock supports the findings of the survey300

by Gingell et al22 that reconnecting structures are most common in the region closest to the shock301

ramp, reducing through the shock transition region and into the magnetosheath. The trend is sup-302

ported by both magnetic inflow energy and j ·E′ methods, with correlation coefficients |R| ≈ 0.9303

in both cases. We note that in capping the maximum length of the Alfvén cone at the distance304

to the bow shock (see Section III A) the maximum sliding window duration ∆t is proportional to305

the distance to the shock, and so Vcone ∝ ∆t3 ∝ D3
sh. Hence, if we were to observe the same rate306

of current sheets per unit time no matter the distance from the shock (i.e. N′cs ∝ ∆t), we would307

observe a shallower power law index of α ≈−2.308

We also observe an exponential increase in current sheet number density with |YGSE |, outwards309

from the subsolar point to the magnetosheath flanks and increasing by an order of magnitude over310

approximately 5RE . However, the correlation between |YGSE | and the current sheet number density311

is weaker, with R≈ 0.6.312

We explore the relationship between the number density of current sheets and upstream shock313

parameters in Figure 8. Weak positive correlations are observed between ncs and shock orien-314

tation θBn. However, we note that there are relatively few data corresponding to magnetosheath315

intervals behind quasi-perpendicular shocks. Omitting points for which θBn > 80◦, we find no316

clear relationship between bow shock orientation and current density in the magnetosheath. As317

with the one-dimensional measures in Figure 5, this lack of dependence of current sheet number318

density on θBn suggests that the magnetosheath downstream of the quasi-parallel shock does not319

host more current sheets than the magnetosheath downstream of the quasi-perpendicular shock.320
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FIG. 7. The relationship between the three-dimensional number density of current sheets ncs and location

in the magnetosheath. Distance along the bulk velocity vector to the shock (left) and absolute distance from

|YGSE | (right) are shown for both magnetic inflow energy (red) and j ·E′ (blue) counting methods. Lines

correspond to linear fits with gradient α and correlation coefficient R.

Similarly, we observe very weak or no correlation between ncs and upstream Alfvén Mach num-321

ber MA. Together these demonstrate that the three-dimensional number density of current sheets322

is not strongly dependent on bow shock parameters.323

The relationships between the number density of the current sheets and mean magnetosheath324

plasma parameters are shown in Figure 9, including ion and electron plasma beta βi and βe. As325

with the shock parameter relationships shown in Figure 8, we find no clear trend between the326

magnetosheath parameters and the number density of current sheets.327

Finally, we note that the j ·E′ method consistently under-estimates the number density relative328

to the magnetic inflow energy by approximately an order of magnitude. This is clearly visible in329

the trends for Figures 7, 8 and 9, for which the blue fit lines (j ·E′) are generally lower than the330

red fit lines (magnetic inflow energy). This is consistent with the assumptions of each method. As331

noted in section III A, the j ·E′ method can only capture localised energisation along the spacecraft332

trajectory, whereas the magnetic inflow energy method can capture non-local thermalisation of333

the plasma. The magnetic inflow energy method will therefore account for current sheets within334

the broader volume of influence, and in turn record a significantly higher number density ncs.335

However, it is also important to recognise that particle energisation captured by integration of336
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j ·E′ may include structures that are not captured by electron temperature differences used for the337

magnetic inflow energy method, and vice versa. Indeed, as discussed in Section III A the three-338

dimensional number density of current sheets calculated with both methods can be considered339

approximate upper bounds.340

V. CONCLUSIONS341

In this study we have performed a broad survey of current structures associated with > 20342

minute crossings of the magnetosheath by Magnetospheric Multiscale. For each of the 25 in-343

tervals we have identified current sheets by searching for times during which the magnitude of344

the current density exceeds a given threshold, then selecting those for which the maximum vari-345

ance component of the magnetic field reverses. We have quantified the number density of current346

sheets first using a simple one-dimensional measure: the number of current sheets observed within347

a given time interval. We also measure the ‘packing factor’, corresponding to the fraction of the348

time series associated with current sheet crossings. Finally, we perform a three-dimensional mea-349

sure of the number density of current sheets by calculating a volume of influence for each interval350

based on the Alfvén and magnetoacoustic wave travel time, and then estimating the total number351

of current sheets that influence the plasma in that volume.352

We record one-dimensional number densities of current sheets of approximately ncs,1D ≈353

10−4km−1 to 10−3km−1, and packing factors of approximately 1% to 5%. The three-dimensional354

number density varies by several orders of magnitude across the magnetosheath, typically be-355

tween ncs,3D ≈ 10−7km−3 and 10−12km−3. An order-of-magnitude difference between the den-356

sities quantified using j ·E′ and magnetic inflow energy metrics suggests that the Alfvén cone357

method cannot produce a reliable magnitude for the current sheet number density. However, we358

do observe similar trends in the densities recorded for both j ·E′ and magnetic inflow energy359

metrics, suggesting that this Alfvén cone method remains useful for evaluating relative densities360

and magnetospheric trends.361

We do not observe any significant dependence of any measures of the prevalence of current362

sheets on either the upstream shock parameters θBn and MA, or on the magnetosheath plasma beta.363

This suggests that processes at the shock (or in the sheath) that generate current sheets are not364

strongly dependent on shock (or sheath) conditions within the parameter ranges typically observed365

at Earth.366
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More specifically, the magnetosheath behind the quasi-parallel bow shock (θBn < 45◦) does367

not appear to host more current sheets than the magnetosheath behind the quasi-perpendicular368

bow shock (θBn > 45◦), despite the quasi-parallel shock typically exhibiting more disordered and369

non-stationary structure. This is consistent with statistical studies of reconnecting current sheets370

in the shock transition region22, and supports the conclusion that generation of current sheets371

by shock processes is universal. However, we also note that unexpectedly low prevalence of372

current sheets on the quasi-parallel side of the magnetosheath may instead be a consequence of373

the current sheet identification criteria. If the quasi-parallel magnetosheath is more disordered or374

turbulent, current sheets may be embedded in local inhomgeneities or combined with other current375

structures, in turn causing them to fail to identification requirements such as a reversal of BL376

across the current carrying region. Indeed, Yordanova et al38 demonstrated a significant increase377

in the apparent number of current sheets in a quasi-parallel magnetosheath compared to the quasi-378

perpendicular region during the same magnetosheath crossing. The differing conclusions between379

these studies may reflect the differences in methods for current sheet identification, differences380

in quantification of current sheet prevalence, and differences between the plasma parameters and381

solar wind conditions of each individual magnetosheath interval.382

Most importantly, we observe strong correlation between the three-dimensional number density383

of current sheets ncs,3D and the location of magnetosheath crossing intervals with respect to the384

global magnetosphere. A weaker correlation is also observed for the one-dimensional number den-385

sity ncs,1D and packing factor. Specifically, we identify a power law ncs,3D ∝ Dα
sh, where α ≈ −3386

to −4 and Dsh is the distance to the bow shock. That is, the number density of current sheets387

is generally much higher in regions close to the bow shock. The negative correlation between388

distance to the bow shock and the three-dimensional measure of current sheet number density is389

significantly stronger than between the distance to the bow shock and the one-dimensional mea-390

sure: R1D ≈−0.5, and R3D ≈ 0.9. Furthermore, we identify a weaker positive correlation between391

the three-dimensional current sheet number density and the magnitude of the YGSE coordinate of392

the interval location: current sheets appear to be more common in the magnetosheath flanks than393

at the subsolar point. This may be a consequence of a different character of the magnetic fluctua-394

tions and turbulence in the flanks compared to the subsolar region4. For example, large, ion-scale395

current sheets as part of a well-developed turbulence in the flanks may be more easy to detect396

using our algorithm than electron-only reconnection sites nearer the subsolar point. Further study397

will be required to investigate the cause of this apparent trend.398
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Together these trends reveal that the generation (and decay) of current sheets varies consider-399

ably in different regions of the magnetosheath. The influence of current sheets on the local plasma400

environment is known to be important across multiple scales: current sheets can serve to generate401

disordered or turbulent fluctuations at large scales39, and are also expected to play a role in the402

dissipation of energy at the smallest scales7–11. Furthermore, current sheets may convert a signifi-403

cant fraction of the incident energy flux from the solar wind26. Hence, future studies must directly404

explore the generation of current sheets and associated energy repartition with respect to the full405

and varied parameter space within the magnetosphere.406
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